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Russia is pretty safe, as they can immediately form an Alliance with Finland and Sweden, and squeeze the Baltics out of NATO. The US would have to put together an international force to contain them. NATO would have to divide up forces on the front lines. Russia would be able to use the weaknesses in the Western Alliance as a point to bludgeon them from behind. They have, and theyve built up their forces for that purpose, both conventional and nuclear. Of course, Israel is a special case, as they have
an excellent air defense system, and are prepared to defend themselves with nuclear weapons, but they have to be protected at all times and cannot be isolated from the rest of the world. If I have time I will invite more people to my site, RationalityCorner for real, morality-free rational discussions where all kinds of views, politically correct or not must be under rational scrutiny and no amount of sentiments ever matter. It wont be a den of Nazis because we will actually take Nazism very seriously as a set

of claims and then prove that most of the claims are almost certainly factually incorrect. If they start moralizing you know how I will respect. Im the kind of if Jews are really evil like you guys said then I will help them as a collaborator to keep myself safe instead of helping you guys overthrow them because Im very selfish person who couldnt care less about virtues and prefer incentives as proper methods to regulate behaviors of most humans. So what happens since Nazi claims arent even factually
correct I will just shout at them for moralizing and maybe I will even kick them out if they moralize too much and do not post rational stuff enough.
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the usmc is also likely to use this amphibious corps to support the usmcs expeditionary strike groups (esg), which are fairly small
units of 2,000 to 3,000 usmc troops that are dedicated to being a strike force. at the present time, the usmc has only two esg, the
17th and 19th. there may be more later. these strike groups could move quickly to the pacific, the middle east, or anywhere else,
and would be ready to move by air or sea. you can also get a little more specific and say that the us military is unlikely to want to
attack iran, but it should be prepared to be capable of doing so if needed. the us is more likely to use a proxy force or even turn
some of the conscripts into volunteer militias (which its done with the occasional rioter, if i recall). the problem with the latter is

that you're going to need a lot of men to be willing to serve. the us military is really divided into two groups. the army and marines
are the shock troops, the really big, heavy, and capable one, and the air force is really only useful for air superiority and the ability
to deliver a nuclear strike. the navy is the most important for the us because it controls the oceans. the problem with that is that
theyre really the same thing, you just have a separate set of people who are trained for a very different kind of warfare. the navy,

the air force, and the marines are all very similar in terms of the equipment and techniques they use. the marines are less
specialized than the other two, but theyre still pretty similar. this is where it gets a little bit fuzzy. the us has tried to separate the
commands so that theyre more focused, but they haven't really done well at that. at least not yet. the marines and air force are

both currently under the control of the newly unified joint chiefs of staff. theres a reason that they were moved to the joint chiefs.
the marine corps and the air force are similar enough that theyre reasonably well-balanced. 5ec8ef588b
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